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In this paper, a model for intermediate band solar cells is built based on the generally understood
physical concepts ruling semiconductor device operation, with special emphasis on the behavior at
low temperature. The model is compared to JL-VOC measurements at concentrations up to about
1000 suns and at temperatures down to 20K, as well as measurements of the radiative
recombination obtained from electroluminescence. The agreement is reasonable. It is found that
the main reason for the reduction of open circuit voltage is an operational reduction of the
bandgap, but this effect disappears at high concentrations or at low temperatures.VC 2012 American
Institute of Physics. [doi:10.1063/1.3684968]
I. INTRODUCTION
The intermediate band (IB) solar cell1,2 has an allowed
electron energy band within the bandgap in order to obtain
current from sub-bandgap photons. Provided the electrons in
the IB are characterized by a quasi-Fermi level (QFL) that is
independent of those in the conduction band (CB) and in the
valence band (VB), the voltage of the cell can be determined
by the CB and VB QFL positions. In this way the solar cell
can deliver electrons at a voltage that is above the energy of
the less energetic photon that generates current. The thermo-
dynamics requires3,4 more than one low-energy photon to
cooperate in pumping the electron in order to deliver this
high voltage. The confined levels of quantum dots (QDs)
may be used as an IB.5 The attractiveness of the IB solar cell
lies in the fact that its detailed balance efficiency limit,
calculated following the lines of the elegant Shockley and
Queisser6 (SQ) paper, is 63%,1 compared with 41% in the
SQ model.
QD IB solar cells have been manufactured (by several
researchers)7–10 and characterized11–13 at low temperature
and high irradiance. The additional sub-bandgap current has
been observed by many researchers, and the preservation of
voltage has been proven at low temperature.11 Several papers
have modeled the operation of an intermediate band solar
cell including drift-diffusion mechanisms.14–17 The purpose
of this paper is to model the measured low temperature
behavior by using the standard knowledge of device physics.
This will help us to better understand this device and ways
of improving it.
In ideal solar cells, the superposition principle is ful-
filled. This fact is widely used to draw plots of the dark cur-
rent that are superimposed on the photogenerated current-
open circuit voltage (JL-VOC) plots at several irradiances.
With this approach the effects of the series resistance disap-
pear, and a signature of the recombination in the cell is
cleanly obtained. A simplified equivalent circuit of an IB so-
lar cell is presented in Fig. 1.7 In theory, the superposition
principle does not hold in this structure; it is a simple cir-
cuital exercise to verify that the current through diodes in the
dark for a certain applied external voltage is not the same as
that when illumination is applied with the cell in an open cir-
cuit. However, if the current sources JL2 and JL3 are negligi-
ble, as is unfortunately the case in our IB solar cells, the
superposition holds again.
We study in this paper the JL-VOC plots experimentally
obtained18 in sample solar cells in irradiance ranges up to about
1000 suns and temperatures down to 20K, and we try to inter-
pret them based on standard knowledge of device physics.
With this procedure we can almost totally ignore the complex
transport phenomena taking place at low temperature, not only
in the solar cell itself, but also in contacts that might have a
non-Ohmic behavior under these conditions. Furthermore,
measurements19 of the radiative and non-radiative recombina-
tion at several temperatures also are integrated into our model.
Two types of GaAs-based solar cells grown in a molecu-
lar beam epitaxy reactor have been used for the experimental
part of this work: a QD-intermediate band solar cell (IBSC)
device containing 30 stacked InAs/GaAs QD layers that are
meant to act as the IB material, and a conventional p-n struc-
ture as a reference cell. The QD-IBSC structure is the same
as that labeled SB in Ref. 12, and details about its fabrication
are given in that reference. Figure 2 represents the layer
structures of both cells, together with the composition,
doping, and thickness data corresponding to each layer. The
left-hand side of the figure, which corresponds to the GaAs
reference cell, first shows a 625 lm thick n-type layer corre-
sponding to the GaAs wafer on top of which the device was
grown. The first epitaxially grown layer corresponds to the
buffer layer, which is meant to smooth the wafer surface.
Then, an nþ-Al0.2Ga0.8As layer is used as a back-surface-
field (BSF), and after it an n-type 2 1017 cm3 3.1 lm thick
layer is grown as the base of the solar cell. The p-n junction
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is then created, with the following 0.9 lm thick p-type GaAs
layer corresponding to the emitter. Finally, a pþ-AlGaAs
window layer, a highly doped GaAs contact layer, and an
antireflective coating complete the reference cell structure.
The right-hand side of Fig. 2 shows a sketch of the IBSC
layer structure, which is basically similar to that of the
reference cell, except for the inclusion of the QD-IB region.
This region contains a stacking of 30 self-assembled InAs
QD layers built up via the Stranski-Krastanov growth mode
and separated by thick GaAs spacers, which are meant to
dilute the accumulated vertical strain and thus prevent dislo-
cations. This QD stacking strategy is an alternative to the
strain compensation technique7–10 and also prevents carrier
tunneling between contiguous QD layers.12 A quaternary
In0.2Al0.2Ga0.6As capping was added on top of the InAs QDs
to produce a band diagram more adequate for IBSC applica-
tions.12 Si d-doping was added within each of the QD layers
to partially fill the IB with electrons.20 Based on the data in
the figure, the average doping density is 3.75 1015 cm3,
calculated as the number of dopants per unit of area divided
by the spacer thickness.
A qualitative band diagram is presented in Fig. 3, show-
ing the QD potential wells and the approximate band dia-
gram with neutral and space charge zones for the QD region.
The structure of this paper is as follows: First, we derive
expressions for all the recombination processes contributing to
the dark current (with emphasis on their temperature depend-
ence). This includes non-radiative recombination components
of the ordinary cell (Sec. II), non-radiative recombination com-
ponents for the QD-IB solar cell (Sec. III), and radiative
currents (Sec. IV). In Sec. V, we combine those expressions to
build a model for the total current in the QD-IB solar cell in the
dark as a function of the applied voltage. The results of this
model are compared to experimental data in Sec. VI, and con-
clusions are drawn in Sec. VII.
II. CLASSICAL EXPRESSIONS OF THE EMITTER OR
BASE CURRENT
IB solar cells and the ordinary test cells used for com-
parison have similar p-emitters. Only the test cell has an
n-base zone bounded in the back by a hetero-junction meant
to suppress the back recombination. It is assumed that no no-
ticeable recombination is produced in the heterostructure
forming the BSF layer. This n-base is substituted in the IB
cells by an almost intrinsic region in which the QDs are ana-
lyzed. This intrinsic region is studied in Sec. III A.
A. Neutral zones
The recombination behavior of ordinary emitters and
bases in solar cells is well known. It involves neutral zone
recombination and space-charge recombination. Here we
collect the expressions of those recombination currents using
the nomenclature for an n-region. The expressions are deter-
mined by the parameters of the minority carriers—holes in
FIG. 2. The left-hand side of the figure shows a sketch of the layer structure corresponding to the GaAs reference cell. The right-hand part of the figure shows
the layer structure of the InAs/GaAs QD-IBSC including the 30 stacked QD layers.
FIG. 1. Simplified equivalent circuit of the IB solar cell. Note that the elec-
trons flow opposite to the current.
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this case—which we denote by the sub-index p. To study the
p-emitter, the expressions are kept the same, but the sub-
index p has to be changed to n, and other parameters have to
be interchanged as is standard in semiconductor physics
(e.g., NA for ND).
The neutral zone recombination current in low injection
is the product of the diode factor ½expðeV=kTÞ  1 times the
saturation current, given by epeqLp=sp for long diodes and
epeqW=s for short diodes, with zero surface recombination in
the back side (the one farthest from the junction), which,
thanks to the hetero-structured BSF, is the only one of inter-
est here (W is the region width). These are asymptotic
expressions; the exact expression is given, e.g., in Ref. 21
(p. 20). In particular, peq is the minority carrier equilibrium
concentration in an n region, Lp ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Dpsp
p
is the diffusion
length, Dp ffi lpkT=e (the equality holds for non-degenerated
carriers, which is usually the case for minority carriers) is
the diffusion coefficient, lp is the mobility, sp ¼ 1=vthrpNt is
the Shockley-Read-Hall (SRH) lifetime, vth ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
3kT=mp
p
is the thermal velocity, rp is the recombination capture sec-
tion, Nt is the density of recombination centers, and mp is the
effective mass.
We are especially interested in the temperature evolu-
tion of these terms; peq is strongly variable according to
peq ¼ NvexpððEv  EFÞ=kTÞ, where Nv is the equivalent den-
sity of states in the valence band, proportional (like the
equivalent density in the conduction band Nc) to T
3=2, Ev is
the top of the valence band, and EF is the equilibrium Fermi
level. However, in our calculations we have considered the
majority carriers as partially degenerate, and therefore the
Fermi level position has been calculated by solving the equa-
tion (neglecting the degeneracy of the doping level)
ND=NcðTÞ
expðuF þ ED=kTÞ þ 1 ¼
2ffiffiffi
p
p
ð1
0
ffiffi
e
p
de
expðe uFÞ þ 1 ; (1)
where ED is the absolute value of the distance between the
donor level and the conduction band and
uF ¼ ðEF  EcÞ=kT. It is remembered that Nc is proportional
to T3=2 in the preceding formula.
For non-degenerate minority carriers (when the voltage
is below the bandgap by about 3kT=e), we can write the
recombination current as
Jem;base ffi K01 exp ðeV  EgÞ=kT
 
;
K01 ¼ eNv expðuFÞ=sp
1=W þ 1=Lp ¼
eNv expðuFÞWeq
sp
:
(2)
The expression Weq ¼ ð1=W þ 1=LpÞ1 is a simplification
used to match the asymptotic behaviors for short and long
diodes explained above. For the case of short diodes
with non-degenerate majority carriers, Eq. (1) becomes
NþD=Nc ¼ expðuFÞ. Then, for full donor ionization, the pre-
factor that we have termed K01 in Eq. (2) becomes
Kapprox ¼ eðNvNc=NDÞðW=spÞ, which is a frequently used
expression. This expression already suggests that, all the rest
of the parameters being the same, the recombination current
decreases with doping of the semiconductor, although there
is a limit set by the shorter lifetime of the heavily doped
semiconductors.
We present in Fig. 4 the calculated value of the minority
carrier diffusion length versus the absolute temperature. We
can observe that the diffusion length remains almost constant
with the temperature, except for very low values, at which it
experiences a notable increase. When Lp increases at very
FIG. 4. Diffusion length vs temperature for the values in the table. The solid
black line represents an n-type base, and the solid light gray line represents a
p-type emitter. Parameters are as in Table I, except for 300 K lifetimes set at
0.5 109 s and their activation energies at 0.0147 eV for both cases. In the
measured samples, the base thickness is 3.1 104 cm, and the emitter
thickness is 0.9 104 cm.
FIG. 3. Simplified band diagram of a quantum dot intermediate band solar
cell showing the conduction, valence, and intermediate bands.
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low temperatures, the short-diode approximations apply, the
recombination is not dependent on Lp anymore, and a very
accurate calculation of this parameter in that range is
unnecessary.
The minority carrier mobility appears in the diffusion
length. At low temperature it is dominated by scattering by
ionized impurities (the dopants). This scattering increases
with the temperature proportionally to T3=2 and decreases
inversely proportionally to the ionized impurity concentra-
tion (see p. 795 in Ref. 22). Above room temperature, the
mobility tends to be dominated by phonon scattering and
decreases with the temperature. For very high concentra-
tions, such as 1019 cm3, we assume that at room tempera-
ture the mobility is already limited by ionized impurities and
we apply the law T3=2=NþD in our calculations. This is indeed
a rough estimate, but, as said above, its influence is rather
small.
The dependence of the lifetime on T is given by the
expression sp ¼ 1=vthrpNt. The dependence of vth has already
been presented, and Nt is independent of the temperature. We
assume an Arrhenius law of the type rp / expðEsp=kTÞ
associated with the energy necessary for an electron to move
from the band to the impurity (or vice versa for the VB)23
when the lattice is distorted as explained in Ref. 24. This de-
pendence is applicable to the SRH recombination but not to
the Auger recombination, which could be dominant for heav-
ily doped materials like the emitter. However, we believe that
the recombination in this region is not dominant, in particular
in the case of an IBSC, so, for the sake of brevity, we omit a
more detailed analysis.
By setting all the temperature dependences in Eq. (2) as
explained in this section, we can calculate the K pre-factors
corresponding to the p-emitter of both cells and to the base
of the test cell. The results are plotted in Fig. 5.
The particular case in which the capture cross-section
Arrhenius factor (Esn) is set to zero has also been calculated.
This situation leads to a substantial increase of the recombi-
nation current at low temperature that is actually due to the
reduction of the acceptor ionization. This means that if we
assume that the capture cross-section of traps remains the
same for all temperatures, then the SRH lifetime has only a
weak dependence on the temperature through the thermal ve-
locity. In that case, the thermal dependence of the recombi-
nation is dominated by the fact that at low temperature, the
acceptor ionization is lost, and the material approaches an
intrinsic behavior. This effect is much less perceptible in the
n-base because the energy level introduced by Si atoms as
dopants is very close to the CB and remains ionized even at
very low temperatures.
B. Space-charge zone
In the space-charge zone, the electron concentration
varies from its value at the n-region to its value in the
p-region, where the electrons are very few, and vice versa
for the holes. Somewhere within the depletion region, the
condition nsn ¼ psp is fulfilled when the SRH recombination
reaches a maximum. Its integration through the space-charge
zone leads to the approximate current25
Jscz ffi K02 exp ðeV  EgÞ=2kT
 
;
K02 ffi e
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
NcNv
p
2
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
spsn
p kT
eE
;
(3)
where E is the electric field at the point at which the maxi-
mum recombination is produced. A numerical solver such as
the PC1D may be used to determine this field, but a mistake
in the determination of its value would be reflected only in
the value for the averaged lifetime term. In other words,
E
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
spsn
p
can be fitted as a single parameter.
The temperature dependence of all the elements in this
equation has already been discussed.
C. Bandgaps
For T in K and the energy in eV, the GaAs bandgap is
given by (Ref. 26, p. 15)
Eg ¼ 1:519 5:405 10
4T2
T  204 : (4)
The donor and acceptor levels are given in Table I according
to their distance to the nearest band and the position of the
IB. These distances are considered T-independent.
Bandgap shrinkage can modify Eg as discussed in the
text. Such modifications are also considered T-independent.
They do not affect the position of the levels.
III. NON-RADIATIVE CURRENTS IN THE IB SOLAR
CELL
The recombination current within the QD region of the
IB solar cell comprises the CB-VB recombination that is a
part of the current through diode D1 in Fig. 1 (the other part
corresponds to the p-emitter) and the current that goes
through diodes D2 and D3, which represent the recombina-
tion current due genuinely to the IB itself. We examine these
currents separately.
FIG. 5. Pre-factor K vs T. Solid black line, n-type base; solid gray line,
p-type emitter; dashed light gray line, p-type emitter with Esn¼ 0; dotted
dark gray line, radiative recombination current. Parameters are as in Table I,
except for 300 K lifetimes set at 0.5 109 s and their activation energies at
0.0147 eV for all cases (excepting the dashed light gray curve activation
energy, which is zero).
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A. Variable injection CB-VB non-radiative
recombination current
The region contains the QDs and a slight amount of donors
introduced through a delta doping process meant to half-fill the
QD levels. Most of the electrons introduced by the donors fall
in the QD levels, but some of them are pumped in the dark by
the thermal excitations and reach the CB. In reality, those in the
CB are regulated by the CB QFL position. In the first instance
we assume that this QFL is the same for the IB (at room tem-
perature, this is the case for most operating conditions). Due to
the large separation of the IB from the CB, we can treat the
QDs as “poorly ionized donors” in this region, but this effect
has already been considered in our analysis [e.g., in Eq. (1)].
Charge neutrality is ensured by the donor impurities, which are
almost fully ionized in all conditions, and the electrons in the
IB and CB. When the cell is in high injection, the holes in the
VB also enter into the balance.
Before this happens, the recombination current is ruled
by Eqs. (2) and (3). Because the doping is very weak
(5 1015 cm3) and not all the electrons are in the CB
(many are in the IB), the majority carriers are very few, and
consequently the minority carriers are very abundant, leading
to a very strong recombination (as compared with the test cell
with a more doped base). However, as shown in Sec. VI, this
is not yet the dominant component.
Beyond a given voltage, the cell achieves high injection.
The transition from low to high injection is mathematically
involved (it cannot be solved with an explicit equation), but
at very high injection, when electron and hole densities are
equal and much higher than the doping and the whole region
becomes intrinsic (n ffi p), the equation becomes rather sim-
ple again (Ref. 21, p. 48). It is
Jhi ffi KhiexpððeV  EgÞ=2kTÞ;
Khi ffi e
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
NcNv
p
W
sp þ sn :
(5)
Note that the voltage dependence is the same as that of the
space-charge zone current. We have considered the diode as
short in this case. We have already discussed the small rele-
vance of a more exact consideration. In the high injection re-
gime, the space-charge recombination must be discarded
because the entire QD region is operating under the high
recombination conditions of the space-charge zone.
The transition from low to high injection is again treated
in an oversimplified way. The low injection current prevails
at low voltage, and the high injection current conditions pre-
vail at high voltage. We simply write the actual current as
the inverse of the sum of the inverses of the low injection
and high injection cases, and we call it Jlhi.
B. IB-VB non-radiative recombination current
The analysis of this important current (actually the most
important at room temperature) requires that we revisit SRH
recombination.25,27,28 Let us assume there is a trap of density
Nt. Although these traps are common even in non-structured
semiconductors, the existence of different localized traps
associated with strain relaxation in InAs/GaAs QDs has been
reported in the literature.29 For simplicity, let us assume that
this trap is characterized by a deep level Et situated more or
less midway between the IB and the VB, and let the factor f
be the occupation fraction of the trap by electrons. Four
mechanisms must be considered: the emission of holes by
the trap level at a rate of epNtð1 f Þ, the capture of holes by
the trap level at a rate of vthrppNtf , the emission of electrons
to the IB by the trap level at a rate of eIBNtf , and the capture
of IB electrons by the trap at a rate of cIBnIBNtð1 f Þ. The
factors ep, vthrp, eIB, and cIB are the dynamic coefficients of
the four processes. The hole capture mechanism is decom-
posed into a capture section and a thermal velocity as usual
in the bands, but in the case of the IB electrons, no further
assumption has been made about their capture by the trap.
Under thermal equilibrium, f is the Fermi factor correspond-
ing to the trap energy level and p ¼ peq; nIB ¼ nIBeq. Because
in thermal equilibrium the detailed balance requires that the
capture and emission processes be the same, the emission
coefficients can be calculated as a function of the capture
TABLE I. Parameters in the calculations.
Magnitude (at 300K) Value Units
Fitting (F) Measurement (M)
Literature (L)
Nc 4.7 1017 cm3 L
Nv 7 1018 cm3 L
ln at 10
19 cm3 1300 cm2 V1 s1 L
lp at 10
19 cm3 60 cm2 V1 s1 L
Eg-EH 0.267 eV M
NA (emitter) 2 1018 cm3 M
EA (emitter) 0.036 eV L
ND (base) 2 1017 cm3 M
ED (base) 0.006 eV L
ND (QD doping) 3.75 1015 cm3 M
NIB (QD density) 1 1016 cm3 M
DEg,base 0.05312 eV F (I-V at 20K)
E (test cell) 70 103 V cm1 F (PC1D)
sn (test cell emitter) 6.743 10
210 s
Esn (test cell emitter) 0 eV
sp (base) 6.744 108 s F (I-V at 298K)
Esp (base) 0 eV
ssc (test cell) 4.478 109 s F (I-V at 298K)
Essc (test cell) 0 eV
sn (IB cell emitter) 2.393 10
211 s
Esn (IB cell emitter) 0.0147 eV
sp (IB cell, QD) 2.39 109 s F (I-V at 298K)
Esp (IB cell, QD) 0.0147 eV F (I-V at 150 and 77K)
sn (IB cell, QD) 1.69 1012 s F (I-V at 298K)
Esn (IB cell, QD) 0.0147 eV
sscIV (IB cell, QD) 0.93 109 s F (I-V at 298K)
EsscIV (IB cell, QD) 0.0531 eV F (I-V at 150K)
sscCV (IB cell, QD) 0.933 10
29 s
EsscCV (IB cell, QD) 0.0531 eV
1 þ nr2 14 L
aCV 1 L
aIV 0.0152 F (Figure 8)
aCI 0.5
DEc 0.00949 eV F (Figure 8)
DEv 0 eV
E (IB cell) 5 103 V cm1 F (PC1D)
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coefficients. Once this is done, a steady state equation can be
established that states that the net incoming flux of electrons
to the trap from the IB must equal the outgoing flux toward
the VB, and this rate is the recombination rate. The equality
established allows the calculation of f under non-equilibrium
conditions. Once f is obtained, the recombination is calcu-
lated, and the following equation is obtained:
r¼ nIBpnIBeqpeq
sp

nIBþnIBeqexp

EtEF
kT

þsIB

pþNvexp

EvEt
kT
;
(6)
where 1=sp ¼ vthrpNt, as usual, and 1=sIB ¼ cIBNt of
unknown temperature dependence. This expression resem-
bles the ordinary SRH recombination formula, but the equi-
librium Fermi-level position, absent in the ordinary SRH
formula, is present here.
1. Neutral zone
In the neutral zone, for NIB > ND, nIBeq¼ND, and in
low injection nIB¼ nIBeq¼ND. In equilibrium, the Fermi
level is located at
NIB  nIB
ND
exp
EF  EIB
kT
 
¼ 1; (7)
where nIB¼ND must be used for the determination of the
Fermi level. Therefore,
nIBeqpeq ¼ ðNIB  NDÞNvexp Ev  EIB
kT
 
: (8)
The role of Nc in ordinary semiconductors is taken here by
NIB  ND, and the bandgap is replaced by the so-called high
sub-bandgap EH ¼ EIB  Ev.
Taking this into account, in neutral zones,
r ¼ nIBp nIBeqpeq
sp nIB þ ðNIB  nIBeqÞexp Et  EIB
kT
  
þ sIB pþ Nvexp Ev  Et
kT
   ffi p peq
sp
:
(9)
We have assumed that in this case nIB¼ nIBeq¼ND. Note
that the approximate expression to the right requires that the
term spnIB be the largest in the denominator. This will usu-
ally be true (at least as long as p is a minority carrier) if sIB
is not extremely long, reflecting the fact that the transitions
between the trap and the IB are negligible. If the latter is not
the case, the recombination is regulated by the ordinary hole
lifetime (provided that the trap level is the same as the one
for the CB-IB recombination). Actually, this expression is
also valid if nIB is above the equilibrium value, entering in
high injection for the IB electrons.
This equation is formally identical to the one that holds
for CB and VB electrons and holes, changing Nc into
NIB  ND and Eg into EH so that the recombination current is
JIV ffi K01IVexpððeV  EHÞ=kTÞ;
K01IV ¼ eNv NIB  ND
ND
 
W
sp
;
(10)
in which we have abandoned the complexities associated
with the long diode. Notice that this current is rather high,
essentially because the applicable bandgap EH is smaller.
With symmetric arguments, we can calculate the CB-IB
non-radiative recombination current,
JCI ffi K01CIexpððeV  Eg þ EHÞ=kTÞ;
K01CI ¼ eNc ND
NIB  ND
 
W
sn
:
(11)
It must be noted that sn now corresponds to a trap level situ-
ated between the IB and the CB that in the general case will
be different from the one ruling the CB-VB recombination.
2. Space-charge zone
Notice that Eq. (7) is also valid in the space-charge
zone. Furthermore, the nIBeqpeq product in Eq. (8) is valid as
well. Because the Fermi level (calculated in the neutral
zone) is constant in the space-charge zone with the bands
bending upward as the concentration of holes increases to-
ward the p-emitter, the IB electrons decrease in the same
proportion. Equation (9) is also applicable to this case,
although now nIBeq  ND. This equation is formally identi-
cal to the one holding for CB electrons and VB holes,
changing Nc to NIB, sn to sIB, and Eg to EH so that the
recombination current is
JsczIV ffi K02IVexpððeV  EHÞ=2kTÞ;
K02IV ffi e
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
NIBNv
p
2
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
spsIB
p kT
eE
:
(12)
Again here, the current might be high because the applicable
sub-bandgap EH is smaller.
No space-charge zone current is considered for the CB-
IB recombination because the neutral zone current is already
considered to be very large and, due to the low value of the
sub-bandgap, it might be blurred by the radiative recombina-
tion. In addition, very little experimental information is
available on this transition.
IV. THE RADIATIVE CURRENTS
The radiative recombination is given by the van Roos-
broeck-Shockley formula,30
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JradCV ¼ e2pð1þ n
2
r Þ
h3c2
ð1
Eg
aE2dE
exp ðE EFÞ=kTð Þ  1
ffi e2pð1þ n
2
r Þ
h3c2
ð1
Eg
aE2 exp ðE EFÞ=kTð ÞdE
¼ e2pað1þ n
2
r Þ
h3c2
ðkTÞ3 2þ 2EG
kT
þ EG
kT
 2 !
 exp eV  EG
kT
 
: (13)
The recombination is associated with the emission of pho-
tons, but many are reabsorbed, and only those escaping the
semiconductor contribute to the recombination. In this cal-
culation, it is assumed that the VB-CB QFL splitting is con-
stant. This is reasonably accurate for short diodes with no
back recombination. The term ð1þ n2r Þ, in which nr denotes
the semiconductor index of refraction, refers to the fact that
the photons are emitted through the front face (term 1) and
also through the back face (term nr) toward the thick semi-
conductor substrate, where they are absorbed (mainly by
free carrier absorption), and they do not return. The factor a
is the absorbance that, according to Kirchhoff’s law, equals
the emittance (fulfilled if the QFL splitting is constant31).
For the CV-VB transitions it has been set to one, independ-
ent of the photon energy (the semiconductor is thick
enough).
The pre-exponential factor of the analytic expression
can be termed KradCV and shows temperature dependence
approximately proportional to T, in contrast to K01, which is
approximately proportional to T3. It is represented in Fig. 5.
It is visible that the radiative recombination increases with
the temperature much more slowly. At room temperature it
is smaller than the emitter and base non-radiative currents,
but at low temperature it dominates, except in the absence of
the Arrhenius energy for the capture cross-section of the
non-radiative process.
Similar expressions must be considered for the IB-VB
and CV-IB transitions. In the ideal case, the absorbance is
selective; i.e., the integral must be extended from EH to Eg
for the IB-VB emissions and from Eg  EH and EH for the
CB-IB transition. However, its value can be well below unity
because the absorption in these bands may be partial, even
very small. Here it is useful to remember that the integration
between two finite boundaries is the subtraction of the inte-
grals from each boundary to infinity.
V. THE IB-REGION COMBINED CURRENT
In the preceding section, we attempt to examine, one by
one, the different components of the recombination current,
with special emphasis on their low temperature behavior.
Our main finding is that the dominant recombination term, at
least at room temperature, is associated with the SRH recom-
bination but is modified with respect to the ordinary cells in
the sense that transitions between the IB and impurity levels
are not negligible. This last condition is found to be true, as
discussed in Sec. VI.
For the rest it is found that the normally used formulas
are applicable to low temperature operation, assuming that
there is an activation energy for the recombination capture
section, as proposed by Henry and Lang.23 Furthermore, at
low temperature the diffusion length tends to increase due to
the increase of the mobility so that the diodes become short,
therefore simplifying the presentations of the formulas and,
to some extent, the calculations. Additionally, the low tem-
perature Auger recombination holding in the emitter has not
been described in the paper for the sake of brevity. This
might affect somewhat the test (ordinary) cell behavior, but
certainly not the IB solar cell. Finally, it is to be noted that
the dominant role is taken by the non-radiative recombina-
tion at low temperature. All these aspects and statements are
further discussed and substantiated in Sec. VI.
The task in this section is to solve the circuit in Fig. 1 in
the dark (no current sources). In an IB solar cell, the current
is derived along two branches: one across diodes D2 and D3,
called JQD; and one across diode D1. Let us consider the first.
The voltages across each diode, which in reality represent
the position of the VB and CB QFLs with respect the IB
QFL, are
VVI ¼ EH
e
þ 2kT
e
log
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
K2sczIV þ 4JQDðK01IV þKradIVÞ
p KsczIV
ðK01IV þKradIVÞ
 !
;
(14)
VIC ¼ Eg  EH
e
þ kT
e
log
JQD
ðK01CI þ KradCIÞ
 
: (15)
To obtain the first equation, consider that JQD across D2 is
the sum of the radiative and non-radiative recombination cur-
rents along this path proportional to expððeVIV  EHÞ=kTÞ
and the space-charge zone current that is proportional to
expððeVCI  EHÞ=2kTÞ. We can take the latter as the variable
and solve a 2nd order ordinary equation. Equation (15) is
obvious and also considers the radiative recombination in this
sub-bandgap.
The sum of these two voltages is the applied voltage V
and provides a VðJQDÞ relationship that is inverted numeri-
cally to obtain JQDðVÞ. Thus, the total current in the QD
zone is
JIBðVÞ ¼ JQDðVÞ þ JlhiðVÞ þ JsczðVÞ þ JradCVðVÞ: (16)
VI. DISCUSSION
Figure 6 shows the measured32 values of the JL-VOC
curves for the test solar cell and the IB solar cell at different
temperatures, together with the fitted curves. The parame-
ters used for the calculations in our model are in Table I.
As indicated in the table, these parameters are from the lit-
erature, from measurements of the sample under study, or
from fitting. Some parameters without any indication of ori-
gin, lettered in bold, are taken as what the authors consider
reasonable.
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In the same figures, the result of considering only radiative
recombination in the model is also presented. The dashed light
gray lines represent the test cell radiative recombination cur-
rent, which has a slope e=kT that obviously becomes steeper as
the temperature decreases. The dashed black lines represent the
IB cell radiative recombination current. The latter theoretically
present two zones of slope e=kT (not visible within the span
of the drawings) connected by a region of lower slope. The
two former vary approximately as expððeV  EHÞ=kTÞ and
expððeV  EgÞ=kTÞ, with the higher current associated with
the IB-VB transitions. When the voltage increases, VIC
increases, and the weight of expððeV  EHÞ=kTÞ decreases
until it becomes negligible. The region of lower slope appears
at the onset of VIC 6¼ 0. This means that the recombination ves-
tiges due to the IB-VB luminescence, which are a cause of
reduced efficiency, disappear at the high voltages achieved
under high concentration operation. This fact was exposed in
Ref. 33. This behavior is also found here for recombination that
is dominantly non-radiative.
A. The test cell fitting
The recombination current in the test solar cell is
simulated as the sum Jem;test þ Jbase þ Jscz;test þ JradCV .
There is an important experimental fact that must be taken
into account; namely, the test cell shows a voltage (for a
given current) that is lower than that of the IB cell at 20 K
(see Fig. 6). This seems to reveal a lower bandgap in the
test cell than in the IB cell. As the only difference is the
addition of an n-type base region to the former that is
rather thick (3.1 lm), we deduce that the n-base suffers
bandgap shrinkage, perhaps due to doping. This is con-
firmed by the appearance of a red-shift in the electrolumi-
nescence peak at very low temperature that is absent in the
IB solar cell. This shift does not appear in photolumines-
cence (confirming that there is no p-emitter shrinkage) or
at higher temperatures that might be due to optical
bandgap widening due to heavy population of the bottom
by electrons from the dopants, as reported by some
authors.22
The amount of this shrinkage is on the order of 0.05 eV,
as revealed by the luminescence data and also by the differ-
ence of the voltages. At 1.45V at 20K, the main contribution
is the radiative term JradCV , as is made clear in Fig. 5, so
that the bandgap shrinkage can be fitted. Taking into ac-
count that a ¼ 1 and ð1þ n2r Þ ¼ 14, DEg;base ¼ 0:05312 eV.
Once the base bandgap has been shrunk, the dominant current
at 0.6V and 298K is Jscz;test. This allows us to fit
stest cell ¼ 2 ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffispsnp ¼ 4:478 109 s. Finally, we fit the 298K
current at 1.18 V with a value of sp ¼ 6:744 108 s in
the base. The calculated value for sn is sn ¼ 7:43
1011 s. As a matter of fact, we ignore the relative con-
tribution of the base and emitter currents, but we assume
that the lifetime in the emitter is 100 times smaller than sp
in the base, because the doping is ten times higher: the Au-
ger lifetime is inversely proportional to the square of the
FIG. 6. Calculated (solid and dashed lines) and measured (crosses) JL-VOC curves at several temperatures for the test cell (gray) and the IB cell (black). The
dashed lines refer to purely radiative calculations, neglecting all non-radiative components.
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doping (although this rule applies to carriers of the same
polarity, which is not the case).
As for the cause for the bandgap shrinkage, we recall
that the fine structure in the CB bottom is very much
affected by dopants and maybe other shallow impurities,
depending on the sample. This makes the value of Eg given
in Eq. (5) uncertain, and that of Nc in the literature should
be taken as strictly valid only for “perfect” non-degenerate
semiconductors.
At high voltage, the test cell fitting is rather good, but
this is not true at low current, where some kind of leakage
seems to occur at low temperatures that cannot be explained
by recombination processes. Maybe it is specific to the stud-
ied device, rather than a general feature. For the test cell, the
current observed corresponds to the radiative recombination
as soon as we reduce the temperature. This prevents us from
determining the Arrhenius term of the lifetimes that influen-
ces their temperature behavior. An exception is the measure-
ment at 77K, where the voltage is beyond that expected
from the radiative recombination with the fitted bandgap
shrinkage.
The current components under several voltage and tem-
perature conditions are presented in Table II. The distribu-
tion between emitter and base current is arbitrary, but the
emitter current becomes very small at low temperatures, and
its dependence on the voltage is indistinguishable from that
of the base at room temperature. Any distribution is equally
valid for fitting purposes.
In summarizing our opinion on this fitting, which is
intended to explain the low voltage at low temperature, we
must declare that we are uneasy with the large value of sp
and its big difference from sn. Maybe our assumption that at
20K all the current at high voltage is radiative is not com-
pletely right, or maybe the bandgap shrinkage is variable
with the temperature (although we do not foresee any mecha-
nism for it). More experiments might be necessary, but this
paper is not specifically involved with investigating the low
temperature behavior of an ordinary solar cell.
B. The intermediate band solar cell fitting
The IB cell current is Jem þ JIB (that is,
Jem þ JQD þ Jlhi þ Jscz þ JradCV) based on Eq. (16). In turn,
JQD ¼ ðK01IV þ KradIVÞexpðeVVI=kTÞ þ K02IVexpðeVVI=2kTÞ,
where KradIV is similar to KradCV , using EH as the bandgap.
VVI ¼ V  VIC is calculated with Eq. (15). In other words, we
have three variables—JQD, VVI, and VIC—to be solved for
each V with the preceding equation and Eqs. (14) and (15). In
order to keep the nomenclature simple, we can express the
equation above as JQD ¼ J01IV þ JradIV þ J02IV . Once the fit-
ting is done, all these values can be calculated; they are given
in Table III for several operating conditions.
JQD is a very important source of recombination in the
IB cell because the bandgaps associated are small. The larger
of them, EH, is indeed smaller than Eg. At room temperature
(298K) and 0.902V, the dominant current is J01IV , but its
voltage dependence cannot be distinguished from that of the
emitter of even the CB-VB recombination. We may keep the
same arbitrary assumption as with the test cell—that is, keep
that emitter lifetime 100 times smaller than sp in the IB
region. With this assumption, sp ¼ 2:39 109 s, and the
emitter electron lifetime is 100 times smaller. The latter
value is lettered in bold in Table I to stress that the value
selected is in fact arbitrarily selected, although it is of a rea-
sonable value.
At 0.502V, the same uncertainty occurs for the dominant
terms Jscz and J02IV , again with the same voltage dependence.
Arbitrarily, we have set them equal, although J02IV is dominant
due to its smaller bandgap (again, the lifetime leading to the
non-dominant term is lettered in bold in Table I). Once this is
done, sscIV ¼ 2 ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffispsIBp can be fitted as sscIV ¼ 0:93 109 s.
sIB is then calculated as sIB ¼ 0:905 1010 s, which is small
enough to permit the assumption that the recombination in the
neutral zone is ruled by the ordinary base hole lifetime, as
adopted in Sec. III.
The fitting at 298K is reasonably good, as seen in Fig.
6. It must be noted that for simplicity, we have considered
the IB as a single level in this paper, even though we know it
is formed by several levels9,12,34–36; this might explain the
imperfect fitting in the medium voltage range, which is
much better in Ref. 36. In Fig. 7 we show the modeled curve
and compare it with its components J02IV þ Jscz and J01IV .
The onset of a lower slope behavior appears at the highest
voltages, representing the onset of VIC 6¼ 0. This onset is
also visible in the measured curve. It is ruled by sn; which
now refers to the CB-IB recombination and has been set at
TABLE II. Current components of the test cell for various operational
conditions.
V¼ 1.18054V V¼ 0.603338V V¼ 1.45036V
Currents (A cm2) T¼ 298K T¼ 298K T¼ 20K
Jem,test 3.27574 5.67207 1010 3.16071 1013
Jbase 8.41015 1.45625 109 0.00371
Jscz,test 0.58420 7.68732 106 1.04117 104
JradCV 6.86309 1.18837 109 0.17660
Calculated current 19.1332 7.69053 106 0.18048
Measured current 19.1335 7.69 106 0.18088
TABLE III. Current components of the IB cell for various operational
conditions.
Current
(A cm2)
V¼ 0.90204V,
T¼ 298K
V¼ 0.50230V,
T¼ 298K
V¼ 1.19956V,
T¼ 150K
V¼ 1.50018,
T¼ 20K
Jem 0.00102 1.77 1010 1.84 105 0.01146
JIB 10.3384 5.60 104 2.61397 7.75146
Sum (total J) 10.3394 5.60 104 2.61399 7.76292
Measured 10.3658 5.61 104 2.69872 7.18752
Jlhi 0.26337 5.98 108 0.06219 2.54 104
Jscz 0.06098 2.54 105 4.21 104 8.74 1016
JradCV 2.60 105 4.52 1012 3.49 106 6.78041
JQD 10.0140 5.35 104 2.55136 0.97080
Sum (JIB) 10.3384 5.60 104 2.61397 7.75146
VIC (V) 0.00130 7.13 108 0.10177 0.25305
J01IV 8.87093 1.60 106 2.49649 0.03004
JradIV 0.00574 1.05 109 0.00620 0.94075
J02IV 1.24736 5.33 104 0.04868 4.39 1014
Sum (JQD) 10.0140 5.35 104 2.55136 0.97080
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sn ¼ 1:69 1012 s in order to obtain a good fitting at
V¼ 0.98152V. At this voltage, VIC ¼ 0:01304V. With
regard to this fitting, the terms K01CI (the one affected by sn)
and KradCI are indistinguishable when determining VIC, as is
evident in Eq. (15). The parameter aCV has been set arbitra-
rily at aCI ¼ 0:5 and is lettered in bold in Table I.
Some iteration is necessary in order to obtain simultane-
ously the fittings at the three voltages (0.902, 0.502, and
0.982V) described above.
Now let us consider the data at 20K.19 In this range,
radiative recombination dominates, as shown in Fig. 8, and
the non-radiative recombination is believed to be rather
small. Our model confirms this situation if the Arrhenius fac-
tors of the lifetimes are large enough, as shown in Fig. 4. In
this respect, Table III shows that the most important term at
1.5002V is JradCV ; followed by JradIV . This order is reversed
when we set a lower bias, as can be seen in Fig. 8, in which
the total current injected is 0.08A/cm2.
At 20K the logarithmic slope of JradIV is found to be
e/2kT. Let us call V0:08 the voltage at which
the cell yields 0.08A cm2 at 20K. As the ratio JradIV=JradCV
¼ 0:7=0:3 and both currents must sum to 0.08A cm2, their
values must be JradCV ¼ 0:024 A cm2 and JradIV
¼ 0:056 A cm2. The currents at 1.50018V are, respectively,
0:024expðeð1:50018 V0:08Þ=20kÞ A cm2 and 0:052exp
ðeð1:50018 V0:08Þ=2  20kÞ A cm2; their sum must be the
experimentally measured 7.1875A cm2. This allows us to
obtain V0:08 ¼ 1:49045 V; which should yield a calculated
value of 0.08A cm2. With this voltage, we can calculate all
the currents and adjust JradCV ¼ 0:024 A cm2 and
JradIV ¼ 0:052 A cm2 as desired. It is better to adjust
JradCV ¼ 0:024 A cm2 first. The parameter for fitting is a
reduction DEc ¼ 0:00949 eV of the optical bandgap Eg to be
attributed to the wetting layer quantum well (appearing for
QDs grown in the Stranski-Krastanov mode).
Actually, the optically observed wetting layer shrinkage
is about 0.06 eV, but its density of states is weak, implying a
small absorbance for the energies involved. As we are
assuming an absorbance of unity, it is not surprising that the
fitting value is much smaller (only 0.00949 eV).
Once the current JradCV has been correctly fitted, we pro-
ceed to the fitting of JradIV , this time by adjusting the VB-IB
absorbance. The fitting is achieved for an absorbance
aIV ¼ 0:0152 for 1þ n2r as in Table I. As a matter of fact, the
absorbance for the VB-IB transitions has been measured for
this specific cell,12 and it ranges between 0.005 for 0.9 eV
and 0.03 for 1.35 eV. We are considering a bandgap at room
temperature EH ¼ 1:156 eV. The measured absorbance at
this energy12 is about 0.011. The averaged value of 0.0152
seems to concur with these measurements. We might have
set some shrinkage and simultaneously reduced the absorb-
ance, but we have taken the simplest choice (no shrinkage).
We also should have considered that 1þ n2r at the IB-VB lu-
minescence peak is somewhat smaller than the value in
Table I. Taking this into account, aIV would have had a
slightly increased value, but the change is not important.
The bandgap shrinkage has been applied only to the radia-
tive currents, not to the non-radiative ones. This is debatable,
but anyway, the Arrhenius factor that expresses the lifetime
increase with the temperature such that attributing a gap shrink-
age is (very approximately) the same as setting the Esp; with
the only difference being that the fitting lifetime is reduced in
the first case to sp;shrinkð300Þ / sp;Arrhð300ÞexpðEsp=300kÞ.
In other words, we may subtract the bandgap shrinkage from
the Arrhenius factor only if we multiply the fitted lifetime by a
factor expðEsp=300kÞ; thus increasing it. In this way, the IB
lifetimes might be closer to those obtained for the test cell.
Setting aside the last comment, measurements at 150K
or 77K allow an estimate of the Arrhenius factors for some
lifetimes. For the 150K measurements, at low voltage
(0.89857V) the JsczIV term is dominant. This allows us to
fit EsscIV ¼ ðEsp þ EsIBÞ=2 ¼ 0:0531 eV; corresponding to
the lifetime in Eq. (12) when, for simplicity, we keep
EsscCV ¼ EsscIV (other combinations might also produce the
fitting). At a higher voltage of 1.19956V, the dominant term
is J01IV . This allows us to set Esp ¼ 0:0147 eV when we set
Esp ¼ Esn ¼ Es;emm (other combinations also are possible).
As usual, the energies corresponding to non-dominant terms
are lettered in bold in Table I. From these values, we can
deduce EsIB ¼ 0:0815 eV. When the 150K curve is fitted
accurately, the calculated curve lies slightly above the
FIG. 7. Modeled JL-VOC curve (solid black line) at 298K and J02IV þ Jscz
(dotted dark gray line) and J01IV (dashed light gray line) components.
FIG. 8. Proportion of radiative and non-radiative recombination mecha-
nisms at different temperatures for a current of 0.08A cm2. Light gray
lines, JradCV; dark gray lines, JradIV; black lines, non-radiative recombination
current; solid lines with crosses, measurements; dashed lines, model.
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measured one at 77K, and with accurate fitting at 77K the
calculated curve is fractionally below. We have decided to
set the Esp fitting as the arithmetic mean of both accurate val-
ues, that is, Esp ¼ 0:0147 eV; the fitting still looks very nice
in Fig. 6.
The data in Fig. 8 deserve more attention. For further
discussion, we present in Table IV the calculated breakdown
of currents when the total current is set at 0.08A cm2 (the
value in the experiments).
As is evident in Fig. 8, our model cannot explain the
measured similarity of the IB-VB radiative recombination
and the total non-radiative recombination in a wide range of
temperatures. More details appear in Table IV. Only at 20 K
is the proportion the experimental one (as results from our
fitting). It is important to realize that our assumption that all
the recombination is radiative at this temperature is only
approximately confirmed by the model, with the current
J01IV still being perceptible. At higher temperatures, the radi-
ative currents decrease and become insignificant.
The data in Table IV cast some additional light with
respect to the data in Table III. In almost all cases, the main
source of recombination is through the IB introduced by the
QDs as revealed by the current JQD (excepting the results at
20K and high voltage, in which the radiative CB-VB recom-
bination dominates). Thus it is inherent to their presence.
Unfortunately, it is not compensated for by the collection of
a strong sub-bandgap current. The CB-VB recombination in
the IB region—that is, Jlhi þ Jscz þ JradCV—is much smaller
(with the exception indicated), and the emitter current is
negligible.
It is interesting to observe that at low temperature a sep-
aration between the CB and the IB QFLs (the VIC voltage)
actually appears. It has been indicated that when this starts to
happen, the current slope (in a semi-logarithmic plot) falls
below e=kT. This is clearly visible in Fig. 6 for all the experi-
mental IB curves at low temperature (follow the dashed light
gray line as a reference for the e=kT slope). This slope is a
very clear signature of QFL splitting.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
We present a model based on standard device theory for
the voltage and temperature dependence of InAs/GaAs QD
IB solar cells that is also applied to ordinary GaAs test cells.
The results describe the experiments with reasonable accu-
racy. Leakage at low voltages cannot be interpreted by this
model, and we suspect that it is sample dependent. Negligi-
ble currents in the tables are in most cases estimated.
Actually, in this paper we are more interested in describing
the processes of recombination than the specific values of
the parameters.
In order to interpret the IB solar cells, we have been
forced to revisit the SRH theory of recombination through
traps. We have assumed that the traps causing recombination
via the successive capture of VB holes and CB electrons are
now equally active in capturing VB holes and electrons from
the IB. The very important difference is that in the IB solar
cell, the main voltage and temperature dependence (associ-
ated with both radiative and non-radiative recombination) is
expððeV  EHÞ=kTÞ, with EH being the IB-VB bandgap,
whereas in ordinary cells it is expððeV  EgÞ=kTÞ. In other
words, for its operation the cell bandgap has been reduced to
EH. The CB-VB recombination remains but is seldom
dominant.
It is interesting to consider that, given the small concen-
tration of minority holes, the IB-VB recombination is ruled
by the hole lifetime, the same parameter that rules the CB-
VB recombination (the difference lies only in the carrier mi-
nority density, which is increased by the reduced operational
bandgap). The electron lifetime differs for the CB-VB and
IB-VB recombinations, but it does not affect them. It only
has to be small enough to avoid hindering the recombination
process, and this is actually the case according to our fitting.
The preceding statements are true for high voltages. At
lower bias, the voltage and temperature dependence are of
the type expððeV  EHÞ=2kTÞ or expððeV  EgÞ=2kTÞ, and
the effective lifetime is twice the geometrical mean of the
hole and electron lifetimes. This allows the IB electron life-
time to be obtained from experiments.
All of the above is true provided VIC is negligible. At
very high voltage or low temperature, however, it becomes
relevant, and the importance of the recombination through
the IB decreases in favor of the CB-VB recombination,
which is smaller.
The exponential pre-factor of the SRH recombination is
also temperature dependent and decreases faster than the
pre-factor for radiative recombination with decreasing tem-
perature. Therefore, at very low temperature the latter domi-
nates. Again, the exponential factors are those mentioned
above (with either the EH or the Eg bandgaps). Parameters
concerning radiative recombination can be compared to
absorption, and reasonable explanations can be found.
Our modeling allows for a clear determination of
whether a cell is operating as an IB solar cell or not. As indi-
cated in the Introduction and in many references on the
topic,1,2 the IB solar cell has to fulfill two requirements: it
must absorb sub-bandgap photons, and it must deliver the
generated current at a voltage that exceeds the IB-VB
TABLE IV. Current components of the IB cell for total current of
0.08A cm2 and several temperatures.
Current (A cm2) T¼ 20K T¼ 77K T¼ 150K T¼ 298K
V (V) 1.49039 1.34698 1.10885 0.74295
Jem 3.92 105 3.72 107 1.64 108 2.08 106
JIB 0.07996 0.08000 0.08000 0.08000
Sum (total J) 0.08000 0.08000 0.08000 0.08000
Jlhi 1.49 105 0.00205 5.55 104 6.93 104
Jscz 5.11 1017 3.95 107 1.26 105 0.02753
JradCV 0.02318 4.28 107 3.13 109 5.31 108
JQD 0.05676 0.07795 0.07943 0.07655
Sum (JIB) 0.07996 0.08000 0.08000 0.08000
VIC (V) 0.24816 0.17502 0.05708 1.02 105
J01IV 0.00176 0.07670 0.07104 0.01878
JradIV 0.05501 0.00112 1.76 104 1.23 105
J02IV 1.06 1014 1.29 104 0.00821 0.05776
Sum (JQD) 0.05676 0.07795 0.07943 0.07655
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bandgap. The first requirement is achieved and frequently
cited in the literature,7,12,37,38 although unfortunately the
sub-bandgap absorption is very weak. The second argument
is easily verified in our model by checking the voltage VIC
that represents the splitting of the IB and the CB QFLs. If it
is zero, our effort has reduced only the bandgap, but if it is
positive, it will reduce the voltage applied to the IB-VB
recombination for a given external voltage, and eventually
the CB-VB recombination will become dominant, rendering
the cell’s voltage as good as that without IB, but benefiting
from a sub-bandgap current. Now, if we look at the simu-
lated cell, we observe that at room temperature VIC is zero
almost always, but at voltages above Voc ¼ 0:902 V (the
open circuit voltage at about 1000 suns), VIC becomes no-
ticeable, being VIC ¼ 0:013 V at Voc ¼ 0:982 V, correspond-
ing to a concentration of about 10 000 suns
As soon the temperature is reduced, VIC starts to present
positive values at almost any voltage, showing that the cell
behaves as an authentic IB solar cell. Even more, at very low
temperature, the measured Voc is higher than the one in the
test cell, as has been published elsewhere.11,18 However, it
has to be said that this improved behavior is not a general
property but probably due to the differences in the design of
the test and IB cells (the former has a heavily doped base) or
to some technological contingency.
Thus, to summarize, we have developed a reasonable
model for studying the IB solar cell at different regimes of
voltage and temperature. We have identified the main cause
of voltage reduction of this cell at room temperature as the
operational reduction of the semiconductor bandgap to the
IB-VB bandgap, and we have revealed that our IB cells ex-
hibit voltage preservation as desired when the temperature is
lowered or when the voltage is high enough.
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